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Introduction 

At preaent a lot of diverse opinions exiet about confinement. 

In recent years the idea of separation of effeçts of hadronization 

and confinement hse got popular. By this ides, the confinement ie 

nonessential for the hadronization dynamics. However, from a 

phenomenological point of view, the confinement problem has to 

explain why we cannot observe quarka as leptons, and ,to substan

tiate the experimental method of measurement o~ quark quantum 

numbere. 

In this paper, we discuss phenomenological anti theoretical 

argumenta of the separation of the hadronization dynamica from 

confinement and the idea of the "kinematic" confinement. 

1. Phenomenology 

Quarke were proposed as elements of the unitary claeaification 

of hadrone/1/ and in the firat etatic modele it was not clear 

whether the quark ia a physical reality or a mathematical tool/2/. 

The first resulta confirming the reality of quarka as dynamical 

consistents of hadrons have béen obtained in deep-inelastic acattering 

experim'ente/3/ • 

The obaervation of quarka and measurement of their quantum 

number in these experimenta are. eaaentially based on the unitary 

~elation for the S-matrix. 
S ::: I + ,'TSS+::J 

<fITJ'~.;:: 2 Im p4 fI,L (f/Tlh) <h/Tlt/.
h n fI. p~ r/, 

(1 ) 

J)(..·6 h).(where Ih~J, are .all physical hadron states; 



"te-
AlI cross-sections of measurable processes (like e .~ had

rons, e1"e- p -1> hadrons, etc.) behave as if they are imaginary 

parts of the quark-gluon diagrams. The experimental momentum díst

ributions of hadrons in the left-hand side of eq.(1) well reproduce 

the distributions of quarks t antiquarks, and gluona whoae dynamics 

is completely controlled by the right-hand side of eq.(1) (i.e., 

by QCD-perturbation theory). In this way the quark and gluon spins, 
,:, 

their charges and number of colora have been measured/4 , 5/ . 

However, unIike leptons quantum numbers of which are measured 

in elastic processes, the ttobservation" of quarks with the help Df 

the inelastic "hadron reactions (1) has somewhat a paradoxal character. 

On tue one hend, the complete set of physical states Jh~h~hl 
in eq.(1) does not contain quarks and gluons as if their production 

amplitudes are equal to zero(or the residues of the color Green 

functiona are equal to zero) 

( r<e~ G(e).-=: O ) 1 (2)<f ~ T (c~1, z: O 
fI, 

where ~C"'" i5 a quark ar a gluon physical state
/Ph 

Really, nabody has observed the quark production and eq.(2) 

is a /I phenomenological criterion" 01 confinement. 

On the other band, for the measurement of quark quantum number 

in the phenomenology one essentielly uses the fact that the ima

ginary part of hadron amplitudes in the energy regiDn fer from 

resonances is factorized: it ia expressed by a product Df the 

quark-parton creation amplitudes 

<c ( I(J) I i,)PJ. .rm <" f Jí I <> -~ <~ JTm )c~ .1 
p~ f" p~ Pltr'f /1Jr~ 

That ie the "observation" Df quarks is based on tbe analytical 

properties of the "élastic" hadron amplitude, which in the usual 

quantum field theory would be interpreted as a nonzero probability 

of creation of quarks as partons 
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1-0. (J)<: f J T J C >f'arf: 
Pio 

It should be noted that ~or leptons ~n ~erturbative QED toe 

physical and "parton" stat.ea coincide I t)Ph ~ 'f >part ~ 
which signifies that the "nonobaervability" (2) and "observability" 

(3) takes place in the sarne energy region of the Minkowski space. 

Thus, the high-energies phenomenology widely uses imaginary 

parts of quark diagrams and the l'estriction af alI phyaical states 

only to hadron states. 

An analogous situation can be observed now in the low-energies 

quark phenome~ology, where for the conatruction of the chiral 

effective meson Lagrangian froro QCD one uses tbe real part of 

one-loop quark diagrama, and at the same time, the quarka are 

removed froro the unitarity relation (aee ~ef8./6/ and referencee 

therein). The hypotheais of hadron pbysical statea (2) is not 

accoropanied by the consideration of dynamics that underlines that 

hypothesis. Thus the confinement proceaa is separated from the 

quark hadronization proce8s. AnalogouB conclueion is made in the 

phenomenology of the Bum-rule metbod/7/ where the confinement 

effects do not influence the description Df experimental data. 

Thus, in the recent quark phenomenology theBe is a tendency 

to separate the hadronization procesa froro the confinement one, 

Bnd t~ consider the latter as a purely "kinematic" effect. 

~Theory 

In QCD the equality (1 )'is called the principIe of- quark-hadron 

duality (QHD): the global one (if eq.(1) i8 used in the sense of 

averaging over energy) and the local one (if eq.(1) ia used without 

averaging). 
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The llobservationll 01' quarks in QCD is explained by the asymp

totic freedom phenomenon/8 / , i .e. by an effective decrease of 

the coupling constant in the deep-Euclidean region. The QCD-per

turbation theory ia valid only in the Euclidean space, where alI 

diagrams are calculated. Then, dispersion relations (i.e. the· 

integration over energy) are used to eatabliah the relation 01' 

theoretical valuea with the realiatic experimentally measurable 

· .~	 crosa-aectiona in the Minkowaki apace/7/ . However, in thia way, 

one can explain only the global QHD (where the averaging over 

eÍ1.ergy repreaente a diaperaion integral), but cannot explain the 

fact that the crosB-aection 01' the procese e+e--. into hadrons 

in the energy region far from reaonances pointwiae coincidea 

with the imaginary part 01' a quark loop (i.e., cannot explain the 

principIe 01' the local QHD based on the QCD-perturbation theory in 

fue Minkowaki space.) In the case 01' local QHD we are forced to 

admit that the imaginary parte 01' quark loopa are not equal to 

zero~ and the quarks. manifested as analytical propertiea 01' the 

"'elaatic ll hadron ~plitudes that are calculated by the QCD-pertur

bation theory in the Minkowaki apace. But the queation arises why 

we do not observe quarka as phyaical statea in the seme energy region. 

We eee that the "seymptotical freedom" ie not aufficient 

for explaining alI the phenomenology Df the obaervation 01' quarka 

and gluona and for a complete understanding of thia pbenomenology 

it ia deeirable to expiain confinement. 

The explanation 01' confinement ia UBually connected in QCD 

with the proof 01' the Wilaon criterion/9/ or with a lineer-riaing 

quark-quark potential that ia found by a computer calculation/10/. 

Historically, the Wilson criterion waa inapired by the Scbwinger 

model/11/ (QED i+1 ) with a linear-rising Coulomb potential. 

Recently it has been eatabliehed/12/ that the vereion 01' the 

Schwinger model quantizetion does not lead to confinement in the 

senae of diaappearance 01' the quark Green function residue (2). 

4 

rt is well known/1JJ that the linear-riaing vector potential 

also doee not lead to confinement (the Klein paradox). 

The relativietic veraio~ 01' the linear-riaing potential 

is well studied in the hV -approximation in refa./14/ where it ia 

shown that thia veraion explains the badronization pro~ess ratber 

than confinement. In the last yeara the confinement potentials" 

ha-ve been successfully uaed as the potentials of hadron1zation 

and of apontaneoua breaking 01' chiral aymmetry/14,15/. Vie see that 

in QCn-theory these is a tendency to consider the dynamicB, which 

ia traditionally connected with confinement, as only the dynamics 

01' hadronization • (From this point 01' view, it ia uaeful to conai

der the Wilaon criterion and the confinement potentials as a crite

rion 01' badronization and a8 potentials 01' hadronization). In the 

theory, like in the phenomenology, the dynamics hadronization ia 

separated from confinement. The latter meana only the restriction 

01' the phyeical states (or 01' the Green functiona) only to colorless 

(colorscalar)sector (2). Hera two questiona arise: 

1) How to "restrict" the physical aector, ao that this reatrictiem 

(2) does not influence tbe hadronization dynamics? 

2) Why analytical propertiea 01' "elastic" colorless amplitudes 

(for example, the colar Bcalar current correlators) are reprodu

ced by tbe bare quark diagrams,or why the sum over hadrons states 

forgets about hadronization potential in the energy fer from 

reaonances, or in the BenBe 01' the energy averaging? 

There are a lot 01' theoretical/16-19/ and phenomenological/6• 7/ 

argumenta pointing out that if we answer the firat question, the 

unitary relation (1) will anawer the second question automaticelly. 

In the presence of bound atatea (hadrona) the unitary relation 

ahould be underatood as one 01' the aelf-conaiatency conditiona 01' 

the theory used for normalizing the bound-state wave functions and 

their interaction constants/20/. If for some resaons the probability 

01' the"color channels disappe~rs, the probability 01' other hadron 
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ehannels inereases so that the total probability ia equal to Ullity. 

In th1.s c oritext the "parton" states (J) are manifestation of the 

analytieal propertiesof hadron amplitudes, whieh follows from 

the uni~ary and do not eontradiet the eonfinement (2). Thus, for 

proving the QHD formulae (1) whieh eontains only hadron amplitudes 

and whieh is used for the measurement of quark quantum number it 

is suffieient"lx> prove only the "kinematie ri eonfinement forbid.ding 

." the eolor partiele production. 

3."Kinematic" confinement 

The confinement meehaniam which does influence the hadroniza

tion dynamics has been proposed in ref./21 ,22/. The main idea 

consists in the explicit solution of constraints (i.e •• the Gauss 

equation and the gauge condition) and in the explicit construétion 

of physical variabIes as unlocal gauge invariant functionals of 

the initial fieIds. For QED such vBriables are the nonlocal trans

verse ones (Í ) ··1
!l' U IA) t, e.4 + 'J. ) U:4 } I I J 

LP,Hj oo. I: J' jUrA) =e~I')'e'F?'A .. 

"( ::: U (11) ~ (4) 

The gauge of these variables is not fixed under the relativistic 

transformation. Due to the nonlocality in the new Lorentz reference 

frame the fields (4) beeome transverse with respect to the new time 

axis. In terms of the variables (4) one ean solve the old problem 

of the completely relativistic covariant construction ,of the path 

integral that doea not depend on a gauge choiee even for a one

-particle fermion Green func tion/21/. 

The quantization with the explicit constraint solution eontains 

. also the new physical information that is usually omitted in the 

ord~nary methods. Nonlocal variables of the type of (4) are defined 

up to stationary gauge factors 2t(?) with the phase being solu
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tions of the Gauss equation in the "empty space" ( A,:=o;'Y-'=O 

(? )2 ~ (J:j:; O?J (x'') = QXf {, ~ (>t) ~ '11;<, 

(5 ) 

,~.twhieh are zeroes of the operator in eq.(4). 

V-(x.~)In the general case the gauge factors should 

describe amooth nonsingular maps of the (D-1)-dimensional space 

onto the gauge group G. If these maps exist, the physical fields 

(4) are degenerated: the sarne physical state corresponds to the 

fields Y" and "11(1') "f 
This degeneration arisea in the gauge theories in a finit~ 

space /xl { R with the topologically nontrivial homotopy 

group of the stBtionary gBuge factors. 

5". (G'):: 1 (l. is the group of integers under ad d í, t on ) 0··1 í 

(6 ) 

The condition (6) is satisfied for the Schwinger model"(::JiJ (Ufl)) == "Z ) 
and for QCD( :li3 (S(J(J)) =1 ) , bu~ not for QED3 d {Jij ( V(IJ) : O) 

A nontrivial solution of eq.(5) for QCD ia the matrix 

1. ? ~- . 
_ { ,Xq-e Q ] f' \.\ . Z' ':=- À . 7'.~,..\ ~ 

2/(h) (5< ) =e~(J í T )In J J I 

(7 ) 

h:: O "~1 .t2) I." 
J ) 

(where ~C{ are the Gell-Mann matrices, ('Q are the matrices 

of the minimal S U(2.) -uubgnoup I where the S (/(í) -fundamental 

representation 1s irreducible under oS' UÜ) -tranaformations). 

This matrix describes a nonsigular map wi th the index n calcu

lated by the formula 

v :: V{\f)~, 2J(I1I-~ 
n =~~Ji2 Sd; <f'j:t tr(V;; ~ VJc) . 

(8) 
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The index Yl does not disappear even in the infinite-volume 

limit and represents an example of topological quantum anomaliea 

of tue type of the axial current divergence: both these quantiti

as (the index and divergence) after removing the regularizatlon 

are not equal to zerodespite the diaappearance of toe initial 

elemente of tbeir conetruction (the fieId V:' ,ar the Pauli

-Willars propagatora). 

.' Generally speaking, here we have a1so the degeneration of the 

matrix 7/(><) with respect to angles describing tne color co

ordinate \ _ orientatíon with respect to space co-ordinates. 
\ 

Due to the degeneratíon the gener~ting fUhction of the Green func

tions should be averaged over alI degeneration parameters, for 

example (n). 

j) ti (: -j

l~ (7 P \z: l.m t-", / L 22/1')7·.fi 2/(/7) . 2/{t1{y 2Jinr i. )
lc~f I 'J 1~,f-'cP #->c;J IV I'l=-# nr J( IJ /' 

(9 ) 

where lRr ('I, ~-I J) is the usual Faddeev-Popov path integral, 

and h 'ti ) "'::1 are the color field 8ourC6S that have in eq.(9)-( I 

the degeneration gauge factor. As it has been shown in datail 

in ref.!22/ (p.p. 43-46), after averaging over the infrared degene

retion parametera alI the Green functione which are not scalar 

under color gauge transformations disappear. But the colorlese 

Grean functions of the type of correlatore between electromagnetic 

and weak currents coincide with the usual QCD perturbetive Green 

functiona. 

We would like to emphasize the noncommutativity of the limit 

procedures in (9) determined as in quantum atatietics/23/. 

Thua, alI the color Green functlone disappear by virtue of 

the quantum interference of an infinite number of the gauge factors 

of the topological degeneration, i.e. the confinement criterion ie 

fulfilled "kinematicallylt. Thie ia juat the manifestation quantum 

11 
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anomalies (8). So the following physical picture arises: In a 

hadron lepton co11ision alI particles are created (hadrons, quark, 

gluons, etcJ however, due to the degeneration of color phyeical 

statea in experiment we can observe a superpoaition of tbe amplitu

des with different topological numbers (8), tberefore the total 

probability of color particle productions happens to be equal to 

zero. In accordance with the probability conserva~ion law the pro

babilities of tbe hadron cbanriels increaaes so that the unitarity 

relation ia fulfilled and just this relation allowa us to observe 

quarks and gluona by meana of tbe imaginary parts of "eLaat í,c " hadron 

amplitudes. 

gluon propagator into two parta: 

The quark hadronization goea ~ndependently of the confinement 

procesB. The deacription af the hadroniza,tion dynamicB as a rule 

accompliehed dividing the 

a perturbative and a nonperturbative part given in differrot func

tion classes and dominsting in different regions of interaction. 

In ref.!24! it ia shown that the appearance of the nonperturbative 

hadronization propagator can be connected with the 

gluon field of a finite energy dena~ty!25!. 

zero modes of 

Conclusion 

! 
I 

Hiatory of the development of the quark theory of hadrons can 

be expresaed in three words: in the sixties dominated was the prob

lem of quark "existence";in the aeventies)the "confinement" problem; 

in the eighties,the "hadronization" problem. 

The statement of the problem of ·'confinement" of quarks ia 

,I
\' 
iY 

\1 
:'{ 

dictated by experiments proving their "existence". The theore

tical proof of confinement in QCD means to give answers to two 

questiona: 

1) Vfuy are phyaical atates of the theory limited by a badron 

(coloreleas) sector? 

9ti 
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2) Why does the sum over finite hadron states repr~duce the analyti 

cal	 properties Df quark-gluon diagrams? 

In the 1ast years the phenomenological an,d theoretical facts 

appear pointing outfuat the answer to the first queation ia also 

the	 anawer to the seeond question(througa the unitary relation), 

and	 that the very "c onfinement" does noi influence the hadronization 
.ldynamics. From a phenomenological and theoretical point Df view, 

~,i t is useful to consider the "c onf'Lneman t " as a purely "kinematic" 

effect. Just, this confinement is explained by the destructuve 

interference of the gauge (phase) factor Df the topological dege

neration Df the physical variablea which takes place at the explicit
 

solution of the gauge theory constraint.
 

The	 main problem of the last years is to find a theoretical 

foundation of 'the "hadronization" dynamics and to explain the 

appearance of dimensional QCl-1-parameters. 

Up to now it has been assumed that alI dimensional parameters
 

connected with the only
are	 J\. -parameter appearing in the theory 

as	 the infrared boundary condition for the renormalization group 

equations (dimensional transmutation phenomenon). 

The	 very fact of existence Df a finite theory without ultra

violet divergences where the renormalization group equationa become 

simple identities permita another interpretation of the J\ -parame

ter. 

If we shall consider QCD as a part of a unification theory wit

hout ultraviolet divergences (i.e. with the physical Pauli-Villars 

regularization with the masa of an order af the asymptotical deaert) 

then the J\ -parameter can be calculated and expressed in terms 

of the asymptotical desert parameters, i.e. the J\ -parameter is
 
the ultraviolet (but not' infrared) one/21/.
 

From thia point Df view the que8ti~n obout the real infrared 

dimensional tranemutation still remoins open. 
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nepDYWI1H O.H. E2-87 ...270 
$eHoM8HOnOrI1A 11 TeOpl1A KOH$a~HMeHTa 

B nocneAHee epeMA CTanl1 yfie~AaTbcA, 4TO Onl1CaHl1e 3KCnepl1MeHTanbH~x AaH
H~X He S8Bl1Cl1T OT MeXaHl13Ma KOH$a~HMeHTa. C T04KH 3peHl1A cOBpeMeHHOH $eHOMe
HOnOrl111 AI1HaMI1Ka aApOH113a~1111 OTAeneHa OT KOH$a~~MeHTa, KOTOPWH none3HO pac
CM8Tpl1BaTb KaK 4l1CTO IIKI1HeMaTI14eCKI1H" 3<f.'I!IeKT. C APyroH CTOpOHW B COBpeMeHHOH 
TCOpHI1 nOABl1nl1Cb pe3ynbTaTw, KOTopwe yKa3WBa~T, 4TO KpHTepHH Bl1nbCOHa H no
TC.H~l1al1~ KOH4>a~HMeHTa He AOCTaT04H~ AnA Ofi1>RCHeHI1R $eHOMeHOnOrl1l.1eCKOrO KOH
$a~HMeHTa B c~cne HyneB~x ~eeTH~x aMnnl1TYA 11 $YHK~I1H rpHHa. OAHaKO, 3TI1 no
TeH~l1an~ XopOWO OfibACHA~T cneKTp aAPO~OB 11 cnOHTaHHoe HapyweHl1e Kl1panbHO~ 

I1Heapl1aHTHOCTl1, T.e. AI1HaMI1Ky aAPOHI13a~l1l1. Kl1HeMaTI14eCKI1H KOH$aHHMeHT Mo~eT 

fi~Tb ofibACHeH TOnOnOrl14eCKl1M e~pO~AeHl1eM Bcex ~BeTH~x COCTORHI1H. 3TO B~pom
AeHl1e B03HI1KaeT B KXn ecnl1 M~ fiYAeM KBaHTOBaTb TeOpl1~ nYTeM RBHoro peWeHI1R 
yp80HOHl1R ceR311; TorAa Bce ~BeTHble COCTORHI1R onpeAeneH~ c T04HOCTb~ AO Kanl1
6pOD04HblX $8.<TOPOO, OnI1CbIOa~I1lI1X oroõp axeaae fT 3(SU(3)) co ~. llonaaa BepORTHOCTb 
pOmAOHI1R 400THblX 8MnnHTYA paBHa Hyn~ 113-3a AeCTPYKTI1BHO~ I1HTep$epeH~1111 3Tl1X 
$dKTOpOO. B pe3ynbT8Te o KXn OCTaeTCR TonbKO aAPOHH~H ceKTOp, I1cnonb3yeM~~ 

B $eHOMOHOnOrl1l1. 

PO~OTQ DblnonHOHO D nô~OpaTOpl1l1 TeOpeTI14eCKO~ $11311KI1 O~R~. 

nponplUfT OO,.01UDlolllloro IUIOTUTYTI1 nJIop1ILIX uccnencaanaâ. ,Uy6ua 1987 

Per vush I n V. N.	 E2-87-270 
Phenomonology and Theory of Confinement 

In lho rocont phenomenology, the confinement effects are not essentlal 
for tho dOBcrlptlon of experimental data. From a polnt of vlew of the pheno
menology tho hadronlzatlon dynamlcs Is separated from the conflnement that 
is useful to cons l der as a purely "kinematic" effect. On the other hand, 
the roccnt theory contalns results which point .out that the Wilson criterion 
and the conflnemont potentials are not sufficlent for explalning the pheno
menologlcol conflnement in the sense of zero color amplitudes or Green func
tlons. However, these potentlals well explain the hadron spectrum and spon
taneous breaklng of chlral symmetry, i .e., the hadronlzatlon dynamics. 
The "k l nernet l c" conflnement can be explained by the topological degeneration 
of alI color-partlcle physical states in QCO. This degeneratlon arises if 
we quantlze the theory by expl icitly solving the gauge and dynamlc aon
stralnts: alI color states are defined up to the gauge (phase) factors des
crlblnp the map of the thfee-dimensional sp~ce onto SU(3~ -group ("s(SU(3)c= 
= Z). The total probabil ity of the color partlcle generation is equal to 
zero due to the destructive interference of these phase factors. As a result, 
in QCO there remains only a hadron sector used in the phenomenoloqy. 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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